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Constraints from material properties on the
dynamics and evolution of Earth’s core
Christopher Davies1,2*, Monica Pozzo3, David Gubbins1,2 and Dario Alfè3,4
The Earth’s magnetic field is powered by energy supplied by the slow cooling and freezing of the liquid iron core. Efforts to
determine the thermal and chemical history of the core have been hindered by poor knowledge of the properties of liquid iron
alloys at the extreme pressures and temperatures that exist in the core. This obstacle is now being overcome by high-pressure
experiments and advanced mineral physics computations. Using these approaches, updated transport properties for Fe–Si–O
mixtures have been determined at core conditions, including electrical and thermal conductivities that are higher than previous
estimates by a factor of two to three. Models of core evolution with these high conductivities suggest that the core is cooling
much faster than previously thought. This implies that the solid inner core formed relatively recently (around half a billion
years ago), and that early core temperatures were high enough to cause partial melting of the lowermost mantle. Estimates
of core–mantle boundary heat flow suggest that the uppermost core is thermally stratified at the present day.

T

urbulent motions in Earth’s liquid outer core, a mixture of
iron alloyed with lighter elements, generate the geomagnetic
field through a dynamo process that converts kinetic energy
into magnetic energy. Palaeomagnetic observations show that the
field has persisted for at least the past 3.5 billion years1 , which raises
a fundamental question: how was the dynamo powered over this
period? The standard model asserts that mantle convection cools
the core by extracting heat across the core–mantle boundary (CMB);
the resulting buoyancy forces drive vigorous convection that keeps
the light element concentration almost uniform and the temperature
close to adiabatic. Cooling leads to freezing of the liquid from
the bottom up2 because the melting curve Tm (P) increases more
rapidly with pressure P than the adiabat Ta (P). As the solid inner
core grows, latent heat is released and the light elements partition
selectively into the outer core, reducing its density compared to pure
iron3 and providing a source of gravitational power4 . Additional
heating comes from the presence of any radiogenic elements.
In general, higher CMB heat flows lead to faster rates of cooling
and inner core growth and provide more power for driving the
dynamo (see Methods for mathematical details). Increasing the
conductive heat loss, either through a larger thermal conductivity
or temperature gradient, reduces the available power. Because all
of the gravitational energy goes into generating magnetic field
it makes the biggest contribution to determining the available
dynamo power5 . As well as the cooling rate, gravitational energy
depends on the nature and mass concentration c of light elements
and τ = dTm /dP − ∂Ta /∂P, the difference between adiabatic and
melting temperature gradients at the inner core boundary (ICB).
Increasing c enhances the compositional density anomalies whereas
reducing τ means that more inner core material freezes in unit
time; for a given cooling rate both effects act to increase the
gravitational energy.
Early models of core evolution used ideal solution theory to
obtain c directly from density without needing to specify the species
and represented τ in terms of one or more free parameters6,7 .
The numbers allowed an ancient inner core; the associated
gravitational energy powered the geodynamo over most of Earth’s

history, negating any concerns over sustaining a dynamo powered
by thermal convection alone. This scenario became untenable
following an upward revision of Ta , which increased the adiabatic
gradient and hence the heat Qa conducted down the adiabat (see
equations (1) and (2) below). The prevailing view was that the inner
core must be a young feature of the planet, around 1 billion years
old8 , and that thermal convection alone could power the dynamo
before inner core formation9 . However, thermal history models still
produced a wide range of results, owing to different choices for
material properties rather than theoretical formulations9 .
The technical challenge of estimating core properties arises
from the extreme pressures (135–363 GPa) and temperatures
(∼5,000 K). This challenge is now being met by ab initio calculations
and by diamond anvil cell and shock wave experiments where
available. Ab initio calculations deliver all the geophysically relevant
parameters at the full range of core (P, c, T ) conditions; they are
ground truthed from experiments, which are usually conducted in
more restrictive (P, c, T ) regimes. Diamond anvil cell experiments
are normally available only up to upper core (P, T ) conditions,
whereas shock wave experiments follow an equation of state defined
by the physical properties of the material (the Hugoniot) and are
therefore not able to explore the full (P, T ) space relevant to the core
(preheating or precompressing allows some movement in (P, T )
space, but not enough to cover all the relevant conditions). Examples
of validations of ab initio calculations on pure iron include the
equation of state of the hexagonal close-packed crystal up to core
pressures, both at room temperature10–14 and on the Hugoniot15,16 ,
the speed of sound of the liquid16,17 , the isentropic compressibility
and thermal expansivity of the solid on the Hugoniot15,16 , the
phonon dispersions (vibrational frequencies of waves in crystals
as a function of the wavevector) of the body-centred cubic crystal
at ambient conditions14,18 , the density of states of hexagonal closepacked iron up to 150 GPa (ref. 19), the iron melting curve17,20 , and
the ambient conditions electrical resistivity21,22 .
The most difficult quantities to calculate at core conditions
happen to be the most critical for core and geodynamo models:
thermal and electrical conductivities. Results have only been
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Table 1 | Core material properties for pure iron and three Fe–O–Si mixtures.
Symbol

100%Fe

82%Fe–8%O–10%Si

79%Fe–13%O–8%Si

81%Fe–17%O–2%Si

1ρ (g cm−3 )

0.24 (ref. 17)

0.6 (ref. 40)

0.8 (ref. 33)

1.0 (ref. 33)

cSO

–

0.0002 (ref. 14)

0.0004 (ref. 14)

0.0006 (ref. 80)

–

0.0554 (ref. 14)

0.0430 (ref. 14)

0.0096 (ref. 80)
0.0559 (ref. 80)

cSSi
cLO

–

0.0256 (ref. 14)

0.0428 (ref. 14)

cLSi

–

0.0560 (ref. 14)

0.0461 (ref. 14)

0.0115 (ref. 80)

CP (J kg−1 K−1 )
γ
1S(ri ) (kB )
L(ri ) (MJ kg−1 )
Tm (ri ) (K)
(dTm /dP)|ri (K GPa−1 )
αT (ri ) (×10−5 K−1 )
Ta (ro ) (K)
(∂Ta /∂P)|ri (K GPa−1 )
(∂Ta /∂r)|ro (K km−1 )

715 (ref. 56)–800 (ref. 53)
1.4 (ref. 55)–1.5 (refs 17,56)
1.05 (ref. 17)
0.75
6,350 (refs 17,20)
9.01
1.0 (refs 54,56)
4,735 (refs 17,20)
6.96
−1.15

–
–
–
–
5,900
9.0
–
4,290
6.25
−1.03

–
–
–
–
5,580
9.0
–
4,100
6.00
−1.00

–
–
–
–
5,320
9.0
–
3,910
5.80
−0.96

σ (×106 S m−1 )
k (W m−1 K−1 )
DO (×10−8 m2 s−1 ) (ref. 25)
DSi (×10−8 m2 s−1 ) (ref. 25)
ν (m2 s−1 ) (ref. 25)
D (×10−12 kg m−3 s−1 )
αO
D (×10−12 kg m−3 s−1 )
αSi

1.36 (ref. 25), 1.4 (ref. 23), 1.86 (ref. 26∗ )
159 (ref. 25), 150 (ref. 23), 170 (ref. 26)
–
–
6.9
–
–

1.12 (ref. 25)
107 (ref. 25)
1.31
0.52
6.8
0.72
1.19

1.11 (ref. 25)
99 (ref. 25)
1.30
0.46
6.7
0.97
1.10

1.18 (ref. 80)
101 (ref. 80)
–
–
–
1.11
40.6

αc (refs 46,49)
(∂µ/∂cLX )|P,T (eV atom−1 )

–
–

O
1.1
1.02 × 1010

Si
0.87
1.40 × 1010

Models are named after the molar concentrations of mixtures of Fe, O and Si corresponding to the given density jump. Quantities in the first section define the core chemistry model. Numbers in the
second section determine the core temperature properties in the third section. The core temperature is assumed to follow an adiabat, denoted Ta , and the melting temperature of the core alloy is
denoted Tm . CMB values for transport properties calculated along the corresponding adiabats are given in the fourth section. The CMB radius is denoted ro = 3,480 km, the present-day ICB radius is
ri = 1,221 km and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. Where a range is given, numbers in bold are used in the core models. ∗ This value was derived at a presumed CMB temperature of 3,750 K.

obtained recently23–28 , and turn out to be two to three times
higher than conventional estimates29,30 of thermal conductivity
k = 28–46 W m−1 K−1 (called ‘low conductivities’ henceforth).
Crucially these new values (‘high conductivities’) have been
obtained in both experiments and ab initio calculations. A very
recent study31 on a perfect iron crystal at ICB conditions suggests
that a new effect (electron–electron scattering) would reduce the
electrical conductivity back to the old values that were estimated for
the liquid29 . The proposed importance of strong correlation effects
seems at odds with previous work32 , so these results await both
experimental and theoretical confirmation. Therefore we focus
mainly on the high conductivity values, although the lower values
are included for completeness.
Here we present a synthesis of core material properties.
Parameter values are discussed, followed by their geophysical
significance. A brief description of the ab initio methods is provided
in Methods.

Material properties for Earth’s core
The thermodynamic state of the core is determined by three
intensive variables: Pressure P, mass concentration of species X ,
cX , and temperature T . Pressure is very close to the enormous
hydrostatic pressure, which is determined from seismology by
integrating dP/dr = −ρg over radius r. Here ρ is density and g is
gravity. Constraints on cX and T are derived from the seismically
determined ICB density jump, 1ρ.
Part of the observed density jump, 1ρm = 0.24 g cm−3 (ref. 17), is
due to the phase change at the ICB; the rest determines the excess

concentration of light elements in the outer core, which in turn
affects the melting temperature and influences almost all terms in
the energy and entropy budgets. Normal mode eigenfrequencies
give a consistent result of 1ρ = 0.8 ± 0.2 g cm−3 (ref. 33) but have
a low resolution of about 400 km. Body waves have a much better
resolution of a few kilometres, but the estimates vary widely because
PKiKP is a noisy phase34–36 ; they give an upper bound of 1.1 g cm−3
(ref. 36). There is also evidence for an anomalously dense layer in the
lowermost 150 km of the outer core37 , which probably has a chemical
origin38 . Two explanations have been proposed: the layer could be
a stable density-stratified zone of partial melt through which light
elements pass by progressive melting and freezing38 , or parts of the
inner core could be melting, releasing excess heavy liquid into the
outer core39 . In either case normal modes would measure the density
difference between the inner core and main part of the outer core,
whereas body waves would measure the smaller difference between
the solid inner core and the heavy liquid in the anomalous layer.
We believe the normal mode estimates are more likely to represent
the true compositional difference between the outer and inner cores.
We consider the three values 1ρ = 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 g cm−3 , spanning
the range of published estimates. The 0.6 value corresponds to the
Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM; ref. 40).
Table 1 summarizes our best estimates of core material properties
for pure iron and the three values of 1ρ. Supplementary Table 1
is an extended version of Table 1 and Supplementary Tables 2–4
provide polynomial representations of depth-varying properties.
Models are labelled by the corresponding core composition as
described below. After composition we discuss thermal properties,
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Composition. Composition is determined from the density (see
Methods) and seismic velocities by comparing them with calculated
values for mixtures of iron and candidate siderophile elements: Si
and O, because of their abundance, and S, because of its presence
in iron meteorites, which are thought to be remnants of planetary
cores. Other elements, for example, H, have been proposed41 but
their properties in iron mixtures have not yet been explored
extensively. The core also probably contains some Ni; however,
recent experiments found that adding up to 10% of Ni does not
change the hexagonal close-packed crystal structure of the solid42 ,
whereas ab initio calculations suggest that at high T the seismic
properties of Fe–Ni alloys are almost indistinguishable from those
of pure iron43 . Recent studies of core composition44–46 conclude that
the light elements are likely to be Si, S and O, with negligible amounts
of H and C. Ab initio calculations for Fe–S, Fe–Si and Fe–O mixtures
show that S and Si partition almost equally between solid and liquid,
whereas almost all the O goes into the liquid14,45 . The behaviour of S
and Si are very similar14 so we use a Fe–Si–O mixture in this review.
Mass concentrations of species X for the solid and liquid, cXS and cXL
respectively, are given in top section of Table 1; each model is named
after the corresponding molar concentration.

300

Temperature. Light element X depresses the melting temperature
for pure iron, Tm , by an amount 1TX . Of particular importance
are conditions near the ICB (radius r = ri , P = 330 GPa). The large
volume of work on Tm is summarized elsewhere20,47 . Some studies
have shown encouraging agreement, with Tm (ri ) = 6,350 ± 300 K
predicted by diamond anvil cell experiments up to 82 GPa (ref. 47)
and 200 GPa (ref. 20), shock experiments at 225–260 GPa (ref. 48)
and ab initio calculations at 330 GPa (refs 14,49). This value is
used in second section of Table 1. Other calculations have found
Tm (ri ) = 7,100 K (ref. 50) and Tm (ri ) = 5,400 K (ref. 51), but these
only used ab initio indirectly by fitting an interatomic potential
which has different melting properties from those of the fully
ab initio system52 .
Along with Tm (ri ) and the core chemistry model, the entropy
of melting for pure iron 1S is needed to determine 1TX at the
ICB (ref. 49). The core temperature at the ICB, Ti , equals the
melting temperature of the mixture; the values in second section
of Table 1 are calculated from Ti = Tm (ri ) + 1TO + 1TSi . The latent
heat L released on freezing the inner core is L = Tm 1S (second
section of Table 1).
In regions where convection is active the outer core temperature
follows an adiabat, given by
Ta = Ti e(−

Rr

ri (ρg γ /KS )dr)

(1)

where γ is the thermodynamic Grüneisen parameter. Note that
∂Ta /∂r = −ρg γ Ta /KS . The bulk modulus, KS , and gravity, g , are
calculated directly in ab initio methods and are very similar to
PREM. Ab initio calculations have found that γ ≈ 1.5 at the CMB
and remains constant17 (to within the accuracy of the calculations)
or decreases slightly53,54 with depth. The depth variation reduces
∂Ta /∂r and increases τ = dTm /dP − ∂Ta /∂P, but the differences are
minor. Depth variation of Ta is therefore well constrained. The three
adiabats used in the core evolution calculations below are shown
in Fig. 1; values for the CMB and ICB gradients are given in third
section of Table 1. In the inner core, Ta was assumed to be close
to isothermal27 .
The thermal and chemical expansion coefficients,
αT = −ρ −1 (∂ρ/∂T )P,c and αc = −ρ −1 (∂ρ/∂c)P,T , determine
the buoyancy forces arising from thermal and compositional
anomalies. αT can be obtained from a number of thermodynamic
relations, for example, αT = γρCP /KS . Ab initio calculations have
680
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followed by transport properties, which must be calculated for
specific (P, c, T ) conditions.
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Figure 1 | Comparison of thermal conductivity estimates (top) and
adiabatic temperature profiles (bottom) from different studies. The core
chemistry models in Table 1 are shown in black (100%Fe; ref. 24) and red
(82%Fe–8%O–10%Si, solid line25 ; 79%Fe–13%O–8%Si, long-dashed
line25 ; 81%Fe–17%O–2%Si, short-dashed line80 ). Data from two other
recent studies are shown for pure Fe (open black squares26 , brown dashed
line23 using the volume–temperature data of Pozzo et al.24 ), a mixture of
76.8%Fe–23.2%O (open aqua circles26 ) and a mixture of 77.5%Fe–22.5%Si
(filled aqua circles26 ). Two older estimates of k are shown by the open
green triangles29 and blue crosses30 . Inner core values were obtained from
calculations on solid mixtures27 .

found the specific heat CP = 700 − 800 J kg−1 K−1 , independent of
radius54 , in agreement with theory55 , and hence αT is a decreasing
function of depth55,56 because of the factor ρ/KS . The compositional
expansion coefficient αc is different for each element; values
obtained at present ICB (P, T ) conditions49 are given in Table 1.
Transport properties. The geophysical importance of core
thermal (k) and electrical (σ ) conductivities is discussed below.
σ is easier to obtain and is sometimes used to infer k through
the Wiedemann–Franz law, although there are situations when
this relation does not hold (see Methods). Recent estimates of
k and σ for pure iron23,24,26 are three to five times higher at the
CMB than previous estimates29,30 and increase by a factor of
1.5 to the ICB. Mixtures have also been studied, although using
different compositions and adiabats. Despite this, and the different
methods used, the studies all find k at the CMB in the range
80–110 W m−1 K−1 , increasing up to 140–160 W m−1 K−1 at the ICB
(refs 23,25,26; Fig. 1). There is a jump in both k and σ at the ICB,
and a small increase across the inner core27 .
Mass diffusion coefficients DX relate the concentration gradient
of species X to the diffusive flux of that species. Recent estimates25,57
of DO and DSi agree with previous calculations at CMB pressures58
and show a factor 1.5 increase to the ICB. In core evolution models
DX enters the barodiffusion term, which describes the entropy
generated by diffusion of light elements down the ambient pressure
gradient. The effect is measured by the barodiffusive coefficients
αXD , which are calculated using the values of DX and (∂µ/∂cXL )P,T in
Table 1, where µ is the chemical potential58 . Barodiffusion is small
enough to be neglected in the entropy budget9,58,59 , but might play
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Figure 2 | Present-day core energy budget. Models with high values of the
thermal conductivity k use the red profiles in Fig. 1 that have been
calculated for 1ρ = 0.6 (solid lines), 0.8 (long-dashed lines) and 1.0 g cm−3
(short-dashed lines); models in blue use k = 28 W m−1 K−1 for each 1ρ.
Other parameters are given in Table 1. Vertical lines indicate ranges for the
heat Qa lost down the core adiabat (colour and linetype again denote k and
1ρ respectively). The horizontal black dashed line indicates a plausible
estimate for EJ (ref. 65). Dynamo action requires EJ > 0. The grey shaded
region indicates present-day estimates of CMB heat flow62,63 . For
Qcmb < Qa any convection in the uppermost core is driven compositionally
against thermal stratification.

a dynamical role near the top of the core (see the ‘stratification’
subsection below).
The kinematic viscosity ν plays a key role in the dynamics of rotating fluids60 , but is less important for determining long-term core
evolution. Recent ab initio estimates25,57 of ν are given in Table 1 for
the present core chemistry model; they are in line with older values61 .

Geophysical implications of revised core properties
Core energy budget. The dynamo entropy EJ represents the work
done by buoyancy forces that goes into generating magnetic field5
and is therefore crucial for assessing the viability of dynamo action.
Both EJ and the CMB heat flow Qcmb are related to the core cooling
rate through the material properties described above: higher heat
flow yields faster cooling and higher EJ (see Methods for details).
The cooling rate determines the inner core age. Mantle convection
sets the CMB heat flow and various lines of evidence suggest
Qcmb = 5–15 TW at present62,63 . EJ could be calculated directly if
we had detailed knowledge of the magnetic field throughout the
core; however, the main field contributions to EJ occur at scales
that cannot be observed64 and so EJ is determined from Qcmb for
the present day. On longer timescales, where both Qcmb and EJ are
hard to estimate, the constraint EJ ≥ 0 can be used to calculate lower
bounds on the cooling rate. All parameter values are given in Table 1;
the most important are 1ρ and k, as we will show.
Increasing 1ρ increases the outer core light-element concentration and reduces the adiabatic gradient (because ∂Ta /∂r is proportional to Ta ), allowing the same EJ to be balanced with a lower
cooling rate and hence lower Qcmb (Fig. 2). For a plausible value65 of
EJ = 400 MW K−1 , increasing 1ρ from 0.6 to 1.0 g cm−3 reduces the
required CMB heat flow by 2 TW with low k and 4 TW with high k.
Increasing k increases the amount of heat conducted away down
the adiabatic gradient, and hence reduces the dynamo efficiency

Range of lower mantle
solidus temperatures

4

4,000
200

400

600

800 1,000 1,200 1,400 1,600 1,800 2,000
Inner core age (Myr)

Figure 3 | Core thermal evolution. Numbers inside each symbol give CMB
heat flow (in TW) at 3.5 Ga. High k models use the red profiles in Fig. 1 that
have been calculated for each 1ρ; models in blue and green use the same k
for each 1ρ. Models joined by lines use EJ = 0 before inner core formation,
after which Qcmb is set constant to ensure the outer core remains just
superadiabatic. Results from other recent studies are shown in yellow68 ,
pink63 , orange70 and maroon69 . The inverted triangle denotes that 1ρ did
not enter into this formulation. Open diamond denotes the reference case
in Fig. 4.

(Fig. 2). The stability of core convection also depends critically on
k. The total adiabatic heat flow is
Qa = 4πro2 k(ro )

∂Ta
∂r

(2)
r=ro

When Qcmb > Qa the whole core is superadiabatic and thermal
convection occurs everywhere; when Qcmb < Qa the top of the
core is subadiabatic and stable to thermal convection. For a
low value of k = 28 W m−1 K−1 the core is thermally unstable
(Qcmb > Qa ) and can generate a magnetic field (EJ ≥ 0) for all
estimates of present-day CMB heat flow (Fig. 2). For the high
values of k dynamo action requires a minimum of 5.5–7.5 TW,
whereas the top of the core is likely to be thermally stable
unless Qcmb ≈ 15 TW. This is very high, around one-third of the
total heat leaving Earth’s surface66 . Maintaining EJ = 400 MW K−1
with high values of k requires Qcmb = 9–13 TW, with composition
driving convection against thermal stratification in the uppermost
core (Fig. 2).
Thermal history. To demonstrate the role of material properties
in models of past core evolution we set EJ = 0 before inner core
formation and specify Qcmb during inner core growth. This prescription9,59,63 ensures that Qcmb > Qa , consistent with the modelling
assumptions (see Methods), and produces conservative estimates
of the cooling rate, core temperature and inner core age. Figure 3
shows predicted inner core age and CMB temperature (T 3.5 Ga ) and
CMB heat flow (Q3.5 Ga ) at 3.5 Ga (Gyr ago), the time of the earliest
palaeomagnetic measurement1 . The influence of radiogenic heating
is demonstrated by adding 300 ppm of 40 K at the present day, which
probably represents an extreme scenario44,63 . The shaded temperature range of 4,150 ± 150 K corresponds to present estimates of the
lower mantle solidus temperature67 ; core temperatures exceeding
this range suggest partial melting in the past.
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Low-k models predict inner core ages of ∼1 Gyr or more, CMB
heat flows below 10 TW over the past 3.5 Gyr and ancient core
temperatures at or above the lower mantle solidus estimates. With
the high k values there is little doubt that the lowermost mantle
would have been partially molten in the past. Moreover, the highk models consistently yield inner core ages of 0.6 Gyr or younger.
Radiogenic heating does little to change the results. Figure 3 also
shows favoured models from four recent studies63,68–70 that use
the high k values and impose different constraints on the time
variation of EJ . A consistent picture emerges: the inner core is at
most 500–600 million years old; ancient core temperatures greatly
exceeded present estimates of the lower mantle solidus; and high
ancient CMB heat flows were needed to power the early geodynamo.
Increasing 1ρ from 0.6 g cm−3 to 1.0 g cm−3 can produce a
400–600 K decrease in T 3.5 Ga and a 200–400 Myr increase in the
inner core age, depending on the details on the model (Fig. 3).
Figure 4 shows how the results from a single reference case in
Fig. 3 are influenced by individually varying values for several
material properties compared to the numbers in Table 1. Where
errors are not reported a ±10% variation is assumed, which is likely
to be larger than errors in the ab initio calculations17,56 . Individually
changing αc or L by ±10%, CP to the values of a previous study55 ,
core density from PREM to AK135 (ref. 71), or the melting curve
to a recent experimental profile20 (denoted TmA ) each make little
difference. Using a depth variable γ (denoted γ I ; ref. 54) makes
a small change to the inner core age but barely changes T 3.5 Ga .
The biggest changes arise from varying k and allowing for the
±300 K uncertainty in Ti . Combining the variations to give the
youngest (oldest) inner core yields changes of +(−)400 K in T 3.5 Ga
and −(+)150 Myr in inner core age compared to the reference
model, which is a comparable effect to uncertainty in 1ρ alone.

α c = 0.99

L = 0.675 MJ kg−1

α c = 1.21

L = 0.825 MJ kg−1

γI

CP = 630 J kg−1 K−1

Ti = 5,200 K

Oldest IC

CP = 800 J kg−1 K−1

Ti = 5,800 K

Youngest IC

k = 90 W m−1 K−1

AK135

REF

Stratification beneath the CMB. Observed variations in the
magnetic field only reflect changes near the top of the core and
so the dynamic stability of this region is an important issue.
Stratified layers are dynamically very different from convecting
regions: they suppress radial motion and support a different
suite of waves72 . In the absence of chemical or boundary effects,
subadiabatic conditions at the top of the core (Fig. 2) should result
in stable stratification. Compositional convection could overcome
this stratification and mix the excess heat downwards, restoring
adiabatic conditions everywhere73 . Alternatively, light elements
could enhance thermal stratification if they are emplaced at the top
of the core early in Earth’s history74 or pool beneath the CMB over
time. Pooling could arise from light element transfer across the CMB
(ref. 75), by barodiffusion of light elements up the ambient pressure
gradient76 , or by the transfer of chemically distinct blobs from the
ICB (refs 74,77).
Kinematic models find that the stabilizing compositional
gradient due to pooling overwhelms thermal effects, with layers
of ∼100 km depth75,76 predicted even if the top of the core is
thermally unstable. This is comparable to values inferred from
geomagnetism78 , but thinner than recent seismic estimates79 .
In thermally stable and compositionally unstable conditions,
establishing the net density stratification requires detailed analyses
of the different buoyancy sources26,70,80 . Two recent studies78,80 find
a thermochemically stable layer of ∼100 km for a CMB heat flow
of ∼13 TW, compatible with current Qcmb estimates62 . Estimates
of the associated density gradients from the recently proposed
thermal/chemical stable layers yield Brunt frequencies of O(1)
day75,76,80 , eliminating any longer-period vertical motion.
Density anomalies associated with core motions are so small
that convection is unlikely to entrain or penetrate a stable
layer26,72,75,76 . The effect on a stable layer of thermal anomalies in
the lowermost mantle is not so clear. The large-scale pattern of
CMB heat flow can be constructed by assuming that observed
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Figure 4 | Dependence of core thermal history predictions on various
material properties. Each model uses identical parameters to the reference
model, denoted REF and shown with a red open diamond in Fig. 3, except
the quantity referred to in the legend. A ±10% variation in αc , CP and L from
the values in Table 1 has been assumed. Values of k refer to the CMB and
span the range in Table 1. Values of Ti span the ±300 K error estimates14,20
A is a
described in the text. AK135 (ref. 71) is a model of core density. Tm
20
I
recent experimentally determined melting curve . Model γ uses a
depth-dependent γ taken from a recent study54 . The large crosses show
the youngest and oldest inner core ages that can be achieved by combining
the other variations.

seismic velocity variations represent thermal heterogeneity. The
strength of the lateral variations is measured by the parameter
q∗ = (qmax − qmin )/(qcmb − qa ), the ratio of peak-to-peak boundary
heat flow variations to the mean superadiabatic heat flow per unit
area. Mantle convection simulations81 have estimated q∗ ≈ 2, but
apparently did not subtract the adiabat. The high values of k increase
qa , and hence q∗ , further strengthening the effect.
Geodynamo simulations with q∗ ≈ 1 produce flows with
persistent downwellings below regions of high CMB heat flow that
concentrate magnetic flux there, producing field morphologies that
are similar to the historical geomagnetic field82,83 . These effects will
be amplified when convection is weak at the top. Boundary-driven
radial motions may generate flow in a stratified layer80 , as has been
observed in non-magnetic simulations with weak stratification84 .
Geodynamo simulations that combine strong stratification and
strong boundary anomalies (q∗  1) are needed to establish whether
the forcing can mix a statically stable layer.
The depth increase of k opens up the possibility that the very top
of the core is superadiabatic, with a stable layer directly beneath26,70 .
The conditions required to form such a layer are sensitive to the
Ta (r) and k(r) profiles; the models in this review do not produce
such an effect.
Magnetic timescales. Revised core viscosity and diffusivities
(Table 1) are too small to be used in present geodynamo simulations.
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This situation is unlikely to change in the next ten years60 . However,
changes to the electrical conductivity σ are significant. The new
(high) values of σ give a magnetic diffusivity of η = 0.7 m2 s−1 at
the CMB and η = 0.6 m2 s−1 at the ICB, compared to η = 1.6 m2 s−1
using a low value29 of σ = 5 × 105 S m−1 . Lowering η raises the
magnetic Reynold’s number Rm = (Uro )/η from ∼700 to ∼1,500,
where U is the root mean square velocity at the top of the core25,26 .
Rm must be sufficiently large to generate a magnetic field by
dynamo action. Decreasing η makes dynamo action possible with
slower flows.
The time for a dipole magnetic field (the slowest decaying mode)
to decay in a uniform sphere of radius ro , the dipole decay time
τd = ro2 /π2 η, is increased from 25 kyr to 55 kyr with the revised
σ values. This result changes interpretations of all geomagnetic
observations in terms of diffusion processes. In particular, polarity
reversals of the field, which take 1–10 kyr to complete, now seem
fast on the diffusion timescale. For the inner core τd = 10 kyr,
comparable to the timescale of reversal transition. Whether this
is coincidence or a characteristic that distinguishes reversals from
excursions85 (where the new polarity is not retained) remains to be
tested with modern geodynamo models.
Inner core convection. Seismic observations have revealed
surprising structural complexity in the inner core, including
hemispherical and radial variations in velocity and anisotropy37 .
Much recent work has focused on explaining these observations
by solid-state convection86 . Thermal convection requires the inner
core to be superadiabatic; with the high values of k ∼ 200 W m−1 K−1
(Fig. 1) this requires Qcmb = 30–60 TW at the present day27,87,88 ,
at least two-thirds of the surface heat flow66 . Just after inner
core nucleation, 500–600 Myr ago (Fig. 3), an estimated 30 TW
is needed27 . Mantle heat sources are unlikely to have changed
significantly in this period89 ; 30 TW probably represents at least
half of Earth’s total heat budget at this time.
Inner core convection could be driven compositionally if less
light element partitions into it over time. Compositionally unstable
conditions may have arisen once the inner core grew beyond O(10)
km, but probably have not persisted to the present day59,87 . The case
of thermochemical buoyancy is complicated by possible doublediffusive effects; initial studies indicate that the net buoyancy force
is stabilizing90 . Overall it seems that inner core convection, either in
the plume86 or translation39,91 regimes, is unlikely at present. This is
consistent with a recent review that favours texturing mechanisms
arising from magnetic coupling or heterogeneous growth due to
enhanced equatorial heat loss88 . If heterogeneous ICB heat flow
is related to recent geomagnetic phenomena such as weak secular
variation in the Pacific hemisphere92 or long-term tilt of the dipole
axis93 then another mechanism (aside from convection) may be
needed to explain the origin of the heat flow heterogeneity.

Core dynamics and evolution with high conductivities
The material properties of liquid iron alloys at high pressures
and temperatures are now sufficiently constrained to draw robust
conclusions about the long-term evolution of the core. Calculations
employing the higher conductivity values find that: the inner
core is less than 500 to 600 million years old24,59,63,70 ; the early
core would have experienced high CMB heat flow, which implies
core temperatures exceeding estimates of the lower mantle solidus
temperature59,63,68,94 and concomitant partial melting of the early
Earth’s lowermost mantle; and the present-day core is subadiabatic
beneath the CMB and may be stably stratified24,26,70 . In contrast,
previous models (as illustrated in Figs 2 and 3) that employ
lower conductivity values obtain an inner core age of at least one
billion years8 , early core temperatures comparable to the lower
mantle solidus9 , and superadiabatic conditions throughout the
present-day core.

In terms of geophysical significance the most uncertain properties are the iron melting curve Tm and the ICB density jump
1ρ. However, the preceding conclusions will hold unless 1ρ or
Tm have been drastically underestimated. Core composition is also
important: we have used an Fe–Si–O model, but other species such
as H and C have been proposed. The effects of other putative light elements can be investigated routinely using ab initio methods and the
results evaluated against geophysical constraints. The viability of a
given composition can be assessed routinely in this manner. Finally,
there is still some debate over the conductivity. The implications of
old (low) conductivity values are shown in Figs 2 and 3. We favour
the high values and discuss their implications below.
Revised core evolution models indicate that powering the
dynamo around 3.5 Ga would have required a minimum Qcmb of
15–25 TW to be extracted from the core by a partially molten
lower mantle. The actual required Qcmb at this time was probably
much greater, partly because the core models assume a minimum
dynamo entropy and partly because internal heat production within
a magma ocean due to latent heat release and radiogenic sources
would have insulated the core95 . It has been proposed that the
insulating effect was so drastic as to delay the onset of the core
dynamo until about 2 Ga, with the magma ocean generating the field
before this time96 . Whether cooling alone is sufficient to power the
early dynamo is at present an open question; indeed, the search for
alternative energy sources has already begun97 .
Constraints on the core’s material properties suggest that
the uppermost core is subadiabatic unless Qcmb has been
underestimated. However, this seems unlikely, on the basis of
the power requirements for mantle convection62 . The magnetic
field is generated by vigorous convection deep within the core,
powered by latent heat release and gravitational energy. If light
elements pool at the CMB, the top of the core will be stably
stratified. Lateral variations in CMB heat flow are superimposed
on the stratified layer. Geomagnetic data are at present unable
to unambiguously identify a stable layer98,99 , although a recent
constraint on core electrical conductivity from long-term dipole
field variations is consistent with the high-conductivity estimates
that argue in favour of stratification100 . In isolation, both a stable
layer and lateral heat flow variations can explain prominent features
of the present geomagnetic field. Wave motions in an approximately
100-km-thick stable layer can account for short-period fluctuations
in the dipole field78 and regions of high CMB heat flow can
concentrate magnetic field lines, producing the four dominant
high-latitude flux patches82 . In addition, low heat flow beneath the
Pacific can explain the weak secular variation there84 .
Progress towards a coherent dynamical model of the presentday core requires improved seismic constraints on the strength and
thickness of the stable layer beneath the CMB, a consistent model
of recent geomagnetic secular variation in terms of stable layer
dynamics, and analysis of the interaction between a stable region
and CMB heat flow variations. The origin of a stable layer poses yet
more fascinating challenges for future research.
Received 6 November 2014; accepted 25 June 2015;
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Methods
Core density and composition. Seismic models of one-dimensional Earth
structure provide the core density ρ, pressure P, gravity g , bulk modulus KS ,
compressional velocity Vp and shear velocity Vs . Vp and Vs are very well
determined, but obtaining ρ relies on the assumption that the core is close to well
mixed. Model PREM (ref. 40) is often quoted as being neutrally stable (entropy and
composition well mixed), yet it was derived from a neutrally stable initial model: it
remains close to well mixed simply because the seismic data do not require ρ to
change much. Normal modes are better at determining ρ because of their low
frequency, but have poor spatial resolution because of their long wavelengths.
Model PREM has a total density jump 1ρ at the inner core boundary (ICB) of
0.6 g cm−3 . In this case ab initio densities calculated for Fe–Si–O mixtures can be
compared directly to the PREM density. For our models with density jumps 0.8 and
1.0 g cm−3 the PREM density has to be modified, which raises the question of how
much to increase the inner core density and how much to decrease the outer core
density. Initially, for 0.8 g cm−3 , we decreased the concentration in the inner core
and increased the concentration of O in the outer core so the increase in the density
jump was split between the two58,101 .
The 1.0 g cm−3 density jump was done later, by which time we decided to
calculate the densities more carefully80 . The mass of the whole core is probably the
best-determined quantity to use to normalize densities, and we used the value of
Masters102 . To obtain a density profile that lay close to neutral stability we
integrated the Adams–Williamson equation using seismic parameters from PREM
from radius r = 0 to the ICB, applied the required density jump, and continued
integration to the core–mantle boundary (CMB). We then calculated the mass and
scaled the entire density profile to give the required mass. This gave an inconsistent
density profile: it used g from the original PREM model. We then recalculated g
and repeated the integration and scaling. After two or three iterations this gave a
self-consistent, neutrally stable density profile with the required density jump and
core mass80 .
This density profile for the 1.0 g cm−3 jump gives the surprising result that both
conductivities lie closer to the 0.6 g cm−3 value than the 0.8 g cm−3 value. This is
also because of the compositions: the new density profile has a denser inner core
that requires removal of a larger amount of Si from both cores and addition of
correspondingly more O in the outer core. The total light element composition of
the outer core, O+Si, is then closer to that for PREM than for the 0.8 g cm−3 jump.
Furthermore, the conductivities are closer to the 0.6 g cm−3 values. We have not
repeated the calculations for 1ρ = 0.8 g cm−3 because of the high computational
cost. The PREM density changes very little by our procedure. We conclude that Si
and O have a similar effect on the conductivities, which is why they change so little
between 1ρ = 0.6 g cm−3 and 1ρ = 1.0 g cm−3 , but this surmise has not been tested
by direct calculation of different binary mixtures.
Ab initio calculations. Ab initio simulations of core physical properties are
conducted by representing a macroscopic system with a microscopic model, to be
simulated on a computer. Simulations typically involve 100–1,000 atoms; the
connection between the micro and macro worlds is provided by standard statistical
mechanics and by thermodynamics. Electronic behaviour is described using
quantum mechanics and most calculations use the implementation known as
density functional theory (DFT; ref. 103). The limiting factor in modern
implementations of DFT is the approximation of the exchange–correlation (XC)
energy. More precise (and computationally expensive) quantum mechanics
implementations are starting to emerge, for example, quantum Monte Carlo
techniques104 , but there is ample accumulated evidence that DFT with standard XC
functionals105 provides very good accuracy for core materials at the relevant
(P, T ) conditions.
Thermodynamic properties (for example, specific heat) are usually evaluated by
computing the Gibbs free energy of the system at different (P, T ). This is typically
done by applying standard thermodynamic integration schemes in which the Gibbs
free energy is evaluated by switching the potential energy function from some
chosen simple interatomic potential to the full quantum mechanical potential, and
evaluating the reversible work performed in the process106 . The statistical accuracy
of the results can be controlled by the length of the simulations; the absolute
accuracy depends on the quality of the quantum mechanics description. Quantities
such as the electrical conductivity and the electronic component of the thermal
conductivity are also evaluated by sampling the relevant high-(P, T ) systems, and
in the DFT formulation are computed by using the Kubo–Greenwood (KG)
formulation107,108 , which essentially involves the evaluation of matrix elements of
the electron momentum operator. Specifically, the formula for the electrical
conductivity as a function of frequency ω for a particular k-point in the Brillouin
zone of the simulation supercell and for a particular configuration of the ions
{RI } reads
n

σk (ω; RI ) =

3

2πe2 ~2 X X
[F(i,k ) − F(j,k )]|h9j,k |∇α |9i,k i|2
3m2 ω i,j=1 α=1
× δ(j,k − i,k − ~ω)

where e and m are the electron charge and mass respectively, ~ is Planck’s constant
divided by 2π, Ω is the volume of the simulation cell and n the number of
Kohn–Sham states. The α sum runs over the three spatial directions, which in a
liquid are all equivalent. 9i,k is the Kohn–Sham wavefunction corresponding to
eigenvalue i,k and F(i,k ) is the Fermi weight. The d.c. conductivity σ0 is given by
the value of σ (ω) in the limit ω → 0. The Kohn–Sham states represent independent
particles in DFT, interacting among themselves through an effective mean field.
Because of this the DFT-KG expression does not include interactions between these
particles, and it therefore is often regarded as not including electron–electron
interactions, although formally there is no mapping between the KS states and the
real electrons in the system.
In a free-electron liquid the electronic part of the thermal conductivity κ0 and
the electrical conductivity σ0 are related by the Wiedemann–Franz (WF) law,
L = κ0 /(σ0 T ), where L is the Lorenz number, equal to 2.44 × 10−8  W K−2 in the
ideal case. Because the ionic component of the thermal conductivity is a small
fraction of the total (a few %) it is usually neglected, and often the thermal
conductivity is simply obtained from the electrical conductivity using the WF law
and the ideal value of the Lorenz number. However, in a real system there is no
reason why the WF law should be satisfied, and in fact deviations are observed for
several metals at ambient conditions.
The electronic component of the thermal conductivity can be directly
calculated using the Chester–Thellung109 formulation of the Kubo–Greenwood
formula, which reads


1
L12 (ω)2
κ(ω) = 2
L22 (ω) −
eT
σ (ω)
and κ0 is the value of κ(ω) in the limit ω → 0. The kinetic coefficients Llm (ω) are
given by110 :
n
3
2πe2 ~2 X X
Llm (ω) = (−1)(l+m) 2
[F(i,k ) − F(j,k )]|h9j,k |∇α |9i,k i|2
3m ω i,j=1 α=1
× [j,k − µ](l−1) [i,k − µ](m−1) δ(j,k − i,k − ~ω)
where µ is the chemical potential. Standard DFT calculations24 find that the WF
law is indeed followed very well by pure iron at Earth’s core conditions, with only
slight deviations for iron–silicon–oxygen mixtures25 .
Core energetics model. The governing equations describing global energy and
entropy balance have been described in detail elsewhere56,58,63 . Various forms have
been used in the literature58,70,111 , but all are equivalent112 . Averaging over a
timescale that is long compared to the timescale associated with fluctuations of the
dynamo process but short compared to the evolutionary timescale of the core it is
assumed that convection mixes the outer core to a basic state of hydrostatic
equilibrium, uniform composition (∇cXL = 0, where cXL is the mass concentration of
light impurity X in the liquid), and an adiabatic temperature Ta (r). Radial
variations in thermodynamic properties are supposed to far exceed lateral
variations113 , and so all variables are assumed to vary only in radius r with ro the
CMB and ri (t) the ICB, which changes in time t as the inner core grows. These
approximations are also taken to hold in the inner core. Because the core is
assumed adiabatic and well mixed the temperature at any depth is simply related to
that at the CMB (ref. 63). With these approximations, the energy balance can be
written as56,58
I
Z
CP
dTo
dTo
− k∇T · n dS = −
ρTa dV
−4πri2 Lρi Cr
To
dt
dt
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
QL
Qcmb
QS
Z
Z
Dc L
+ αc X
ρψdV + ρhdV
Dt
|
{z
} | {z }
Qg
Qr

(3)

where ψ(r) is the gravitational potential,
DcXL 4πri2 ρi
dTo
=
Cr (cXL − cXS )
Dt
Moc
dt

(4)

and
Cr =

dTm
dP


r=ri

1
−

∂Ta
∂P


r=ri

1 Ti
ρi gi To

Quantities are defined in Table 1 of the main text. Subscripts i and o denote
quantities evaluated at the ICB and CMB respectively. In writing equation (3) the
CMB has been assumed to be insulating and CP , αc and L have been assumed
constant. Small terms associated with core contraction have been omitted56 . In
writing equation (4) it has been assumed that the concentration of element X in the
solid, cXS , does not vary in time, which is a good approximation59,70 . Note that Qcmb
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is the total CMB heat flux that is set by mantle convection and not the adiabatic
heat flux. n is the outward normal to the surface S, which encloses the volume V of
the core.
Equation (3) states that the total CMB heat flow Qcmb is balanced by heat
released from cooling the core QS , latent heat release due to the phase change at the
ICB QL , gravitational energy due to the segregation of light elements into the liquid
phase on freezing Qg , and radiogenic heating Qr . It describes the thermal evolution
of the core but does not explicitly contain the magnetic field and hence does not say
anything about maintaining the geodynamo. The magnetic field B does appear in
the entropy balance, which can be written56,58
2
Z
Z 
Z 2
1
(∇ × B)2
∇Ta
g
dV + k
dV + αc2 αXD
dV
2
µ0
Ta σ
Ta
Ta
{z
}
|
{z
} |
{z
} |
Ea
EJ
Ek
Z
=
|

+

Ta
ρCP
To



1
1
−
Ta To
{z
ES



dTo
(Ti − To )
dV
−QL
dt
Ti To
{z
}
}|
EL



Z
Qg
1
1
+ ρh
−
dV
To
Ta To
|{z} |
{z
}
Eg
Er

(5)

This equation shows that three positive definite sources of entropy, the dynamo
entropy EJ , entropy of thermal conduction Ek , and the entropy of molecular
diffusion of light elements (barodiffusion) Ea , balance entropy production
associated with secular cooling ES , gravitational energy release Eg , latent heat
release EL and radiogenic heating Er . The heat of reaction is small and has been
neglected in (5); the viscous dissipation, which is supposed to be small in the
core56 , has also been neglected. Note that the thermodynamic efficiency of the Eg
term is greater than the other terms because it contains the factor (1/To ) rather
than the smaller factor (1/Ta − 1/To ).
Equations (3) and ( neqrefeq7) can be written in the compact form9,58
Qcmb = (Q̃S + Q̃L + Q̃g )

dTo
+ Qr
dt

(6)

EJ + Ek + Ea = (ẼS + ẼL + Ẽg )

dTo
+ Er
dt

(7)

where QL = (Q̃L dTo )/dt and similarly for other terms. The tilde quantities can be
calculated using estimates of core material properties. Equations (6) and (7) show
that knowledge of the CMB heat flux Qcmb and the amount of radiogenic heat

production per unit mass h determines the cooling rate of the core dTo /dt, and
hence the dynamo entropy EJ . dTo /dt is also related to the growth rate of the inner
core, dri /dt, by56
dri
dTo
= Cr
dt
dt
Equations (6) and (7) are solved by the method described in ref. 59. Unlike this
previous study we do not include S; the differences are minor because the
partitioning behaviours of S and Si are very similar. Both O and Si contribute to the
gravitational energy, although the latter is a very small effect. The effect of the
density jump on g is very small and can safely be ignored; the jump in k at the ICB
is also ignored.
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